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Abstract— The fundamental target is to show the specific faces and recognize the pictures from the substantial number of put away faces with 

some continuous variety with dropping down the dimensionality space. Her we focus on to diminish the space eccentrics and to got the exact 

feature vectors and consider all the previous approaches for the same .This paper focuses on mathematical rigor and the conventional 

methodology aspects over the face recognition classifier. Considering all the conventional approach for Eigen face approaches this paper 

presents a comparative analysis in more efficient manner. The focus is not to make a new classifier but to analyze the conventional approach 

with proposed method. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Image processing is a technique to change over a picture 

into advanced frame and play out a few operations on it, 

keeping in mind the end goal to get an upgraded picture or to 

concentrate some helpful data from it. It is a sort of flag 

regulation in which information is picture, similar to video 

casing or photo and yield might be picture or qualities related 

with that picture. Generally Image Processing framework 

incorporates regarding pictures as two dimensional signs while 

applying officially set flag preparing techniques to them [1]. 

Eigen countenances is the picture based way to deal with 

perceive the face that looks to catch the variety in an 

accumulation of face pictures and utilize this data to encode 

and contrasted and the put away faces. The module taken after 

for eigenfaces are at first the appearance ought to be 

distinguished and acknowledgment ought to be taken after, 

driving with the picture preparing the face components ought 

to be extricated and further element coordinating ought to be 

finished. The similitude of the appearances biometric tests of 

an individual is contrasted and the put away data, to recognize 

the concerned individual record in database either to 

distinguish crooks or missing individual. At the point when a 

specimen is exceedingly related to the put away example i.e. 

watch list which is higher than the given edge then it alert is 

known as right identification. At some point false alert rate is 

additionally appeared, a perfect framework ought to show least 

false caution rate and direct right discovery as no any 

framework is 100 % effective, so legitimate choice of 

personality rate ought to be trailed by the frameworks.[1,2] 

Using important segments to speak to human appearances 

was created by Sirovich and Kirby (Sirovich and Kirby 1987) 

and utilized by Turk and Pentland (Turk and Pentland 1991) 

for face discovery and acknowledgment. 

Eigen faces are the set of eigenvector used in vision 

problem of human face recognition. Eigen faces might be 

considered as the arrangement of elements, it is utilized to 

extricate the important facial data by means of incusing 

eigenfaces as eigenvector of covariance network with separate 

to its number of sets of facial picture. These arrangements of 

components are requested, every Eigen vector represent 

distinctive measure of variety among the appearances.[2] 

II. EIGEN FACES 

Confront acknowledgment can be connected for wide 

assortment of issue like picture handling, criminal 

distinguishing proof and so on. It utilizes PCA for picture 

acknowledgment and gives proficient strategy to drop down 

the dimensional spaces. Data hypothesis approach, which 

break down confronts picture into little arrangement of 

elements known as eigenfaces which are vital part of 

beginning preparing sets of facial picture. Picture is perceived 

when new picture is set into subspace traversed by eigenfaces, 

then it is permitted to order the required faces by contrasting 

its position in face space and the known person. These 

countenances can be communicated as direct blend of 

particular vector of sets of appearances, there solitary vector 

are eigenvector of covariance grid. Subspace examination is 

finished by anticipating picture by bringing down the 

dimensional space. [3] 
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III. BACKGROUND 

Keeping in mind the end goal to reproduce unique picture 

from eigenface, one needs to take weighted entirety of all 

eigenfaces with each eigenfaces having certain weight; these 

weight connotes the level of the particular elements. On the off 

chance that one uses all eigenfaces then guess, unique picture 

can be caught. There is high inclined to overlook some 

eigenfaces. By utilizing eigenfaces approach we attempt to 

decrease the dimensionality. The Eigen countenances are the 

eigenvector of covariance network which speak to the one of a 

kind space. The lower the events of picture space the very less 

demanding to perceive faces. The information flag can be 

exceedingly loud, however one can watch the examples 

display in the flag and their relative separation between the 

question can be weighted.[4] 

MATLAB is a high-level programming language with an 

interactive environment for visualization, numerical 

computation and programming function. 

MATLAB is a high-performance language for technical 

computing. It integrates computation, visualization, and 

programming in an easy-to-use environment where problems 

and solutions are expressed in familiar mathematical notation. 

Typical uses include:  

* Math and computation  

* Algorithm development  

* Modeling, simulation, and prototyping  

* Data analysis, exploration, and visualization  

* Scientific and engineering graphics  

* Application development, including Graphical User    

Interface building [4,5]  

 MATLAB can be applicable at numerous instances like: 

 

• Allows matrix manipulations  

• Plotting of functions and data  

• Implementation of algorithms   

• Creation of user interfaces  

• Analyze data  

• Develop algorithm 

• Create models and applications 

IV. ADVANTAGES OF FACE RECOGNITION 

 Short time: it's quickest biometric technique. it's used 

period application as a result of you have got to travel 

through the biometric system one time [12]. 

 High security: this method give high security facility. 

Example of a corporation that's checking the identities of 

individuals at the entry; such a biometric system permits 

not solely workers to examine present at the time, however 

it's conjointly check  any visitant that is else to the 

biometric system [13],[14]. Automatic system: this kind of 

technique is employed automatally.their isn't would like 

someone controller.[15]. 

 Easy used: this method are often simply employed in a 

corporation as a result of solely wants the installation of 

the capturing system (camera) [9]. 

 High success rate: this kind of technique has achieved high 

recognition rates, particularly with the emergence of three-

dimensional technology, that makes it terribly troublesome 

to cheat. this  technique provides confidence to the system 

users.[10]. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

EIGENVECTORS AND EIGENVALUES:- 

An eigenvector of a matrix is a vector such that, if 

multiplied with the matrix, the result is always an integer 

multiple of that vector. This integer value is the corresponding 

Eigen value of the eigenvector. This relationship can be 

described by the equation M × u = × u, where u is an 

eigenvector λ of the matrix M and λ is the corresponding 

Eigen value. 

Eigenvectors possess following properties: 

• They can be determined only for square matrices 

• There are n eigenvectors (and corresponding eigenvalues) 

in an n × n    Matrix. 

• All eigenvectors are perpendicular.[6] 

Example of Eigen faces:- 

     

 
 
123;234;256] 

[VB,DB]=eig(B) 

B*VB-VB*DB 

[VN,DN]=rig(B,‟nobalance‟] 

B*VN-VN*DN 

VI. INTRODUCTION EIGEN FACES-BASED FACIAL 

RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 

Description of diagram:- 

1)-The original images of the training set are transform into 

a set of Eigen faces (E)after words the weights are 
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calculated for each image of the training set and stored in 

the set („W‟). 

2)-open observing a known images („X‟)the weight are 

calculated for that particular image and store in the vector 

(Wx)after word(Wx) is compare with the weights of image of 

which one known for certain that they are faces.(the weight of 

the training set „W)[6,7] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VII.  IMPLEMENTATION OF EIGENFACES 

To create a set of Eigen faces, one must:- 

A) Prepare a training of face images. The picture 

consists of the training set should have been taken 

under the same lighting condition they must also be 

resembled to a common picture resolution( r*c).Each 

image is treated as on vector simply by concatenating 

the source of pixel in the original image resulting in a 

single column with (r*c) element. 

B) Subtract the mean.  The average image has to be 

calculated and then subtracted from each original 

image. 

C) Calculate the Eigen value of matrix „S‟ each Eigen 

has the same dimension as the original image. 

D) Chosen the principal component short the Eigen 

value in descending order and arrange the Eigen 

vector accordingly. 

E) This Eigen faces can known be used to represent both 

existing and new faces.[8] 

Let‟s see an example: 

 
 

VIII. ADVANTAGE  

As an appearance-based approach, eigenface recognition method 

has several advantages: 

(1) Raw intensity data are used directly for learning and 

recognition without any significant low-level or mid-level 

processing; 

(2) No knowledge of geometry and reflectance of faces is 

required; 

(3) Data compression is achieved by the low-dimensional 

subspace representation; 

(4) Recognition is simple and efficient compared to other 

matching approaches.[12] 

IX. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION 

Face recognition using eigenfaces:- 

The following graph plots the number of correct matches out 
of the 21 smiling faces using a database constructed from non-
smiling database. It turns out that the last eigenvector is zero 
which indicates that the matrix is rank deficient. Hence the 

    start 

Original faces Training 

set 

 

 

E=eigen faces (training set) 

W=weights(E,training set) 

Input known image X 

Wx=Weight(E,X) 

D=avg(distance( W,Wx)) 

D<0? 

X is not a face X is a face 

Stored X and Wx 

END 
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graph has only been plotted from the number of eigenfaces 
varying from 1 to 19.[9] 

 

 

How many eigenfaces to use? 

From the graph we see that as we increase the number of 
eigenfaces considered, the recognition improves but later on it 
is seen to saturate. Using more number of eigenfaces requires 
more time while recognition. So there is a trade off between 
the speed and accuracy. I also think that using more and more 
eigenfaces will tend to overfit the system which might not be 
good when we want to detect faces which are not in the 
database. 

The number of eigenfaces to be used can be decided by 
looking at the eigenvalues. The eigenvectors corresponding to 
small eigenvalues only contain information about detailed 
differences in comparison to a higher level discrimination by 
the eigenvectors with larger eigenvalues. We can choose to 
remove the vectors with smaller eigenvalues without affecting 
the results by a great amount. Hence one way to do this will be 
to sort the eigenvalues in descending order and plot them as 
shown below.[10] 

 

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

An Eigen faces-based face recognition approach was 

implemented in MATLAB. This method represents a face by 

projecting original images onto a low-dimensional linear 

subspace face space, defined by eigenfaces. A new face is 

compared to known face. 

   One of the major advantages of eigenfaces recognition 

approach is the ease of implementation.  Furthermore, no 

knowledge of geometry or specific feature of the face is 

required; and only a small amount of work is needed regarding 

preprocessing for any type of face images.[11] 
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